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Healthcare data in the palm of your hand
Increasingly, data capture technology is being deployed not
only in diagnostics, but also in healthcare environments,
significantly improving efficiency and reducing errors

L

ife
s c i e n ces - healthcare,
research laboratories, pharmaceuticals and
medical devices
- are surely one of the most
data-centric industry sectors.
Data needs to be captured
and captured accurately: the
ideal situation is that data is
captured on site, electronically. Electronically capturing
data reduces errors caused by
paper processes.
Life science also has very
particular requirements, often focused on cleanliness and
ruggedness.
One of VisionID’s key

products for life science is a
specialised handheld mobile
computing device manufactured by Zebra Technologies.
Right now, in particular, a
shift is occurring in the sector, with older devices being
replaced.
“A big play in our market
at the moment is the change
of operating systems on these
devices, moving away from
Windows CE and Windows
mobile and over to Android,”
said Andrew Daly, sales manager at VisionID.
The penetration of newer operating systems such
as Android in the consumer
sector has had an impact, in

that users, even in professional
environments, have had their
expectations raised.
“It’s for two reasons: number one, Microsoft isn’t supporting Windows CE beyond
June 2020, so there’s no roadmap to continue that operating system. The second is that
Android has upped its game:
where there were concerns
around security initially,
they’ve all been put to bed,”
said Daly.
Of course, if the likes of
Android are what users want,
why use specialist devices?
Daly said that the operating
system and apps are only part
of the picture.

An Android tablet can
be used in almost any
working environment,
but there are times when
something more focused
is required: ruggedness, for
one, and also a true service
level agreement (SLA).
“Time, speed, ruggedness,
reliability - all of these things
come into play. Plus, we offer a total cost of ownership
solution. When we supply
a device for five years, they
know the definite cost of that;
they won’t have to replace five
one year or ten another year.
“It’s comprehensive cover,”
he said.
The devices are also de-

Andrew Daly, sales manager,
VisionID

signed, in terms of both
hardware and software, for
how they will actually be used
in practice: key applications
include connecting into ERP,
databases and warehouse
management.

“Because we’re talking
about data capture, and we’re
a data capture specialist, it’ll
be around barcode scanning,
RFID tags and printing labels. Our devices have
scanners built in, instead
of using a camera.
“We offer, as part of
our solution, customising or locking down the
device to allow [only] the
features that the company
wants. We work with the
end user to do that,” said Daly.
Daly said that while life sciences often get less press
attention than information
technology, particularly
consumer technology, it is of
enormous importance to the
country.
“The life science industry
is worth €7 billion in Ireland
each year [and] nine of the top
ten entities have a presence in
the country,” he said.
VisionID works with these

businesses both inside and
outside Ireland.
“One thing about VisionID
is that it makes you proud to
work for a company that does
business with world-leading
companies, not only in Ireland, but also outside.
“Some 30 per cent of our
business is outside the island
of Ireland,” he said.
Indeed, VisionID has sold
technology into the healthcare
and life sciences industries in
locations as diverse as North
America, Brazil, Malaysia and
Australia, among others.
All this amounts to Irish
exporting and welcome investment in Tipperary.
“We had a global entity in
with us visiting our new headquarters in Clonmel this week
and we showed them our data
capture systems,” said Daly.
Not content to rest on its
laurels, VisionID has also unveiled a new range of products

from Kinetic-ID. Kinetic-ID
produces custom-built mobile workstations for healthcare, as well as specialist
workstations designed for
cleanroom, hospital or lab
environments, also suitable
for manufacturing.
“The core [idea] here is to be
able to offer life science employees the ability to have a
full screen in front of them,
even two full screens, but also
be mobile on the floor,” said
Daly.
The advantages are obvious:
such environments need to be
protected from foreign bodies,
and yet they are increasingly
data-centric.
The Kinetic-ID mobile
workstations address this
directly.
“You don’t have to deploy
network ports all over a clean
room. Instead, you bring your
workstation to the choke
point,” he said.

Investing
in longer
lifespans
Pharma has been a real boon to the Irish economy over the
last two decades. Leman Solicitors is banking on medical
devices replicating this success, helping to guide investment
strategies in the burgeoning sector, writes Jason Walsh

T

he introduction of
digital technologies into the medical device sector
is likely to prove

transformative: personalised
healthcare, at least in pharmaceutical terms, is not quite
here yet, but medical devices
are already personalising both

diagnosis and drug delivery.  
This is a real boon for patients, medical staff and, in
economic terms, the country
as a whole, according to Mark

Roberts, partner at Leman Solicitors.
“We’re seeing a lot of startups and research. Diabetes
is a particularly big area, for
example, and there’s a move
to put that monitoring in the
patient’s hands,” he said.
Roberts leads the firm’s life
sciences section, with a focus
on delivering and guiding investment in both pharma and
the emerging area of digital
medical devices.
Leman does work in the
patent area, liaising with
patent agents, for example,
but this is not its main focus,
Roberts said.
“Primarily, we help with
raising investment and acquiring intellectual property.
We work around the investment and set-up of their business, both in medical devices
and pharmaceuticals.”
Investment strategies in
the sector are, as with all investment decisions, a case of
horses for courses.
“Different investors have
different strategies,” said Roberts. “Some like to see multi-
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ple projects with a risk spread,
whereas other will invest in
specific things.”
The pharma sector differs
from medical devices in that,
in Ireland, pharma has fundamentally been about the
arrival of large multinationals seeking a foothold in the
EU, often attracted by the IDA.
“With medical devices,
there’s much more early-stage
investment in Ireland,” Roberts said. “Ireland is seen as a
good place for investment and
research in that area.”
Typically, investment is
used to complete practical
research on a device that is already proven in the theoretical
world of lab conditions, and
then bring it to market. This
means, of course, getting regulatory approval.
“Normally it’s investment
first, and then to use that to
get regulatory approval,” said
Roberts.

Regulatory
approval
One question that start-ups
and investors need guidance
on is where to begin the process for regulatory approval: in
the United States or in the European Union. The preferred
initial choice was often to go
with the EU, but this has started to change, said Roberts.
Although the US is a bigger market, EU approval has
typically been easier to obtain
with the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) seen
as one of the strictest in the
world.
“The initial investment
is [often] to fund the clinical development and get a
CE [European Conformity]
mark to market it in the EU,
and that’s typically been seen
as the quicker, less expensive
route,” Roberts said.
Now, however, as the EU regime has tightened, the value
of the US market has become
irresistible.  
“What’s happening is that
the EU has tightened up, from
2017 — partly because there
have been cases of medical
devices getting clearances

to go ahead and then issues
arising. There’s a three-year
transition period on that, so it
comes into force in May 2020.
It introduces a lot more scrutiny.”
Leman has seen clients now
going to the US FDA first, said
Roberts.
“The US is the biggest
market, and also the most
lucrative. If you can get your
product, either pharmaceutical or medical device, on the

reimbursement list, that’s the
‘golden egg’.”
The seemingly endless
Brexit process has had an
impact, but the country remains in a strong position, said
Roberts.  
“Brexit has caused a lot of
uncertainty. Large multinationals will be already quite a
way advanced in their thinking, but if your marketing
authorisation holder is solely
British-based, you won’t be

selling into the EU, and vice
versa.”
Despite this, Ireland remains a natural home for the
sector. “Given the hub that exists in Ireland, already it’s a
known quantity, which makes
it easier to invest here rather
than set up somewhere else.
The legal regime is common
law, and would be [broadly]
similar to what a British company is used to, but also there
is a recruitment base,” he said.
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